An eco-friendly and smoke-free alternative to wood-burning stoves and electric log effect fires, Bio Stove combines the visual appeal of a traditional log burner with a high quality design. It is ideal for creating a cosy atmosphere in modern homes or traditional cottage-style interiors.

With elegant clean lines, authentic detailing and a decorative storage area below for real logs, Bio Stove comes in a cream and black satin painted finish. An optional faux venting pipe can be simply secured to the wall for an even more authentic look.

**FEATURES:**
- Fully adjustable 750 ml bio ethanol fuel burner
- Built-in fragrance diffuser for Aura Fragrance Oils
- Burning time per refill: 2.8–5 h
- Heat output: 2–2.5 kW

We are so pleased with Cream Stove which was delivered this week. It looks perfect in our lounge, making it very snug and warm. Just in time for winter and festive season! Perfect solution as having a real wood burner was not an option, and when we find our dream cottage we can take this stove with us! Excellent customer service and delivery. Thank you.

Wendy S.
WOOD BURNER STYLE BIOETHANOL STOVE

All measurements are approximate and given for guidance purposes only.

• 100% HEAT EFFICIENT
• NO MESS OR SMOKE
• EASY USE

2.8–5 h from 750 ml of fuel
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